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As the barriers between worlds start to crumble, a superhero must battle his greatest enemy

yetâ€¦After a summer spent protecting the vulnerable from natural disasters, Ted Finley couldnâ€™t

be happier to return home for his senior year of high school. While he dreams of fighting

back-to-back with his protector, Erica LaPlante, a new and powerful enemy threatens to end their

mission for goodâ€¦As if that werenâ€™t enough, Ted and the gang must face down a cunning

presidential candidate, a disgruntled gatekeeper between realms, and two familiar villains if they

want to keep a deadly army at bay. If they fail, the people they know and love will find themselves

on a planet-wide battlefieldâ€¦The Candidate is the third novel in The Viral Superhero Series, a saga

of heroes, villains, and high school. If you like action-packed fight scenes, witty banter, and the

Marvel Cinematic Universe, then youâ€™ll love Bryan Cohen & Casey Laneâ€™s epic third

installment. * This book is an edited and revamped new edition of a novel that was previously

published as Portal Combat. *Buy The Candidate to continue the thrilling superhero series today!
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Kindle Unlimited, which is probably a good thing if you like this type of book and then realize it's

going to be The Viral Superhero Series (5 Book collection total} by Bryan Cohen and Casey Lane

that will include 1 The Dark Souls 2 The Telepath 3 The Candidate 4 Enemy Territory 5 The Devil

Within. In our first thrilling adventure, in book 1 Ted Finley is the average nerd, who all the sudden

has super powers and as is usual these days of celebrity stars becomes a viral video sensation.

Besides being a teenager,his other problems include not being the only one with super powers, not

knowing who is a friend and who could be a deadly foe, oh and saving the world from total

annihilation and possibly the universe while not getting himself killed doing that. Killer cheerleaders

may or may not play a part in this story, and happily ever after can be iffy.In the second weeks

episode, book 2 The Telepath we find out if a superhero can stop a mind-controlling menace, that all

girlfriends keep secrets just some more than others, and certain secrets may hold the key to winning

the battle but losing the war. The GHA protest is still going strong, the Sheriff gets a non-birthday

present, Erica has been training Ted in the use of his power but didn't expect him to find an

additional one all by himself. old sorta girlfriend gets ticked, sorta new girlfriend and sorta new old

new girlfriend get all messed up, forgetfulness and never forgetting vengeance, and summer

'vacation'? { This book is an edited and revamped new edition of a novel that was previously

published as Mind Over Easy.}In the next episode, #3 The Candidate it's all Double Trouble Toil and

Portals...oh and that Ted guy is back around. 'Summer Vacation' took on a bunch of new meanings.

As the barriers between worlds start to crumble, a superhero must battle his greatest enemy

yetÃ¢Â€Â¦After a summer spent protecting the vulnerable from natural disasters, Ted Finley

couldnÃ¢Â€Â™t be happier to return home for his senior year of high school. While he dreams of

fighting back-to-back with his protector, Erica LaPlante, a new and powerful enemy threatens to end

their mission for good, and if that weren't enough, they must face down a cunning presidential

candidate, a disgruntled gatekeeper between realms, and two familiar villains if they want to keep a

deadly army at bay. If they fail, the people they know and love will find themselves on a planet-wide

battlefieldÃ¢Â€Â¦ The Candidate is the third novel in The Viral Superhero Series, a saga of heroes,

villains, and high school. If you like action-packed fight scenes, witty banter, and the Marvel

Cinematic Universe, then youÃ¢Â€Â™ll love Bryan Cohen & Casey LaneÃ¢Â€Â™s epic third

installment.

Ted is only getting better with each addition to the series! Ted and company continue to grab you

from the beginning of the book to the very end. I love how the author keeps the storyline fresh with



new twists and turns to keep the reader guessing.Each new book adds dimensions and depths to

characters, as well as introducing new ones. I'm enjoying getting to know them, understand them,

and care about them. I really appreciate how Mr. Cohen allows the young women to be strong,

independent, yet likeable. So many authors of YA series don't write strong women well. Each

character shows faults, fears and willingness to do whatever it takes to help Ted. While Ted is

saving the world, his friends are doing their part right beside him. LOVE that.I also appreciate how

well the author merges so many genres into something that's light, yet makes me hold my breath.

Science fiction - check, romance - check, mystery - check, political intrigue - check, time/portal

travel - check, fantasy - check....it just all blends into a story that's hard to put down.The series flow

so well from one book to the next, that it's easy to pick up the new book and fall right back into the

world of Ted. That shows the talents of Bryan Cohen to it's best. He entertains, he makes you care

about the characters and the world he's writing about, and he keeps you wanting the next book and

the next. This is one series I'd love to see continue, although I cannot imagine where we'll go

next...oh that's right - right through a portal into another world. LOVE it!Cannot wait for book 4.

Recommend this book and this series.

"The Candidate" is the third book in the Viral Superhero series. As with its predecessors, the

emphasis is on page-turning action effectively plotted. The general tone continues to have an ironic

slant with reminders of an underlying cruelty. Chapter 16 is a good example of this contrast.Some

new features keep the series interesting. Jennifer now has dream visions and Natalie begins a new

relationship which has its roots in the preceding book of the series. Allison is a new character who

partners Ted. As to the latter, he must learn that his weaknesses may undermine his powers.Two

other quite important new figures--Yoshi and Senator Kable--develop the back story of Erica and

also begin a significant expansion of the cosmic setting. Redican makes a new appearance in a

quite unusual fashion.What may annoy some readers is the fact that the novel ends with a

cliffhanger. But that is a device that can be used very effectively. "The Princess of Mars" by

Burroughs does exactly that. In fact the following novel, "The Gods of Mars" does the same forcing

the reader to wait until "Warlords of Mars" finally concludes the sequence. Each cliffhanger

introduced significant developments in setting and character. I think the cliffhanger in "The

Candidate" could also work, especially if there is a major development in the offing. So far, this

series has been exciting and interesting and I am willing to trust that the authors will satisfy the

expectations they have created.
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